A fundamental issue in the automated analysis of concurrent systems is the efficient generation of the reachable state space. Since it is not possible to explore all the reachable states of a system if the number of states is very large or infinite, we need to develop techniques for minimizing the state space. This paper presents our approach to cluster subsets of states into equivalent classes. We assume that concurrent, systems are specified as cornmunicating state machines with arbitrary data space. We describe a procedure for constructing a minimal reachability state graph from communicating state machines. As an illustrat,ion of our approach, we analyze a producer-consumer program written in Ada.
Introduction
One of the most prohibitive barriers in automatic analysis based on state space exploration of a concurrent system is state exploszon [4, 131. Two major sources of state explosion are process compositiion and data space size. The state space of a system grows exponentially with the number of subsystems because its size is proportional to the product of the number of states within each subsystem. In addition, since a state is defined by the values of the variables used in a system, the number of states depends proport ionally on the size of data space.
For dealing with state explosion due to process composition, compositional analyses of finite state systems have been developed [13, 51. To deal with thie large data space problem, Jonsson and Parrow developed a technique to cluster states into equivalent classes [7] . Their approach, however, seems to have a limited use in analyzing realistic concurrent systems since they assume that control is data value independent. In most systems, data values are used to determine control flow. In this paper, we address the explosion problem caused by large data space size. We propose a different approach from [7] to handle data-dependent systems. Our approach is t o cluster states that are bisimilar but have different data values into an equivalent class. For example, suppose that a system includes an integer value in its state. If we assume that an integer is stored in four bytes, then the variable can have For the specification of concurrent systems, we have extended Communicating State Machines (CSMs) by Shaw [12] with composition and one-to-many communication. Each CSM has local variables whose values are from arbitrary data domains, and is a transition system in which transitions are guarded by enabling conditions over variables. Communication is one-tomany synchronous communication such that the value sent by the sending CSM is received by all the receiving CSMs. We model an execution of CSMs as a labeled transition system with possibly an infinite number of states. We also model the reachable state space of CSMs as a labeled transition system, which is the union of all labeled transition systems that represent the executions of the CSMs. Our goal is to develop a technique to minimize the size of a labeled transition system, which represents i,he reachable state space of CSMs.
Our approach is inspired by the minimization algorithm developed by Bouajjani et al. [a] . Their algorit,hm efficiently constructs the minimal reachability graph of an unlabeled transition system. However, the unlabeled transition system is not expressive enough to describe communicating concurrent systems. Our minimization algorithm extends their algorithm to a labeled transition system generated from CSMs. In particular, our algorithm generalizes their algorithm with multiples initial states and multiple relations (i.e., labels). Similar to their algorithm, our minimization procedure does not always terminate. However, we believe it to be powerful enough to handle many interesting communicating systems with an infinite number of reachable states. As a continuing work, we have identified a set of fairly general suflicient restrictions on the syntax of CSMs which guara.ntee termination.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we overview other methods related to our work. Section 3 defines CSMs and explains the generation of a labeled transition system from CSMs. Sect.ion 4 describes how to minimize a labeled transition system and presents an example using CSMs. In Section 5, we apply our approach to a simple Ada program to illustrate its potential in concurrent program analysis. Section 6 concludes with discussion of the future work.
Related Work
There have been several work that address the problem of state explosion in the analysis of concurrent systems. One approach to controlling the st,ate explosion in process composition is compositional analysis [5, 131. In [5] , the ana.lysis of PIIQ is reduced to the analysis of each component process, say P, with a simpler process Q'. The process Q' is called an environment and is simpler than Q Iby hiding details not rclevant to interaction with P . In this approach. the complexity of the analysis of a property depends not on the size of the composite process but on i,he size oreach component process multiplied by the size of it,s eiivironment process. Yeh and Young [13] describrs a n interesting application of process, algebra in the compositional analysis of concurrent systems. Their approach is to construct a smaller reachability graph of a composite process using a divide-and-conquer s t rategy. The reachability graph of a subsystem is replaced by an equivalent but smaller graph, and the snialler graphs of the subsyst,ems are combined to form a larger system. These two approaches do not directly address the explosion problem due to data space.
Jorisson and Parrow [7] provide a technique to change a program with infinite states due to infinite variable space size into an equivalent finite state program. The main idea is to represent the data. va.lues of a variable using a finite number of symbols. 'This technique, however, is limited to programs in which control flow is data-independent.
Thcre are several general state minimization algorithms for labeled transition systems that have been developed [8, 11, ( n l , c , a , h , n z ) , where n1 is t8he source node, c is an enabling condition over variables, a is an actio-n, h is the set of assignments over variables, and nz is the target node.
Unlike CSMs proposed by Shaw [la], our CSMs are compositional [9] . When two CSMs are composed into a CSM, transitions of the CSMs which are not rising a shared channel are interleaved. On the other hand, (.ransitions using a shared channel are synchrconized and composed as follows:
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Note that it is easy to define a labeled transition system from an execution of a CSM. Furthermore, it is possible to define the labeled transition system corresponding to all the executions of the CSM.
Minimization of the State Space of CSMs
We show how to minimize the state space of a given CSM. Here, we construct a minimal transition system from a given CSM directly without generating the entire state space of the CSM. Not having to generate the entire state space first is important especially for a state space with a large or infinite number of states.
Bouajjani et al. have developed an efficient algorithm that minimizes an unlabeled transition system without explicitly generating all the states. This algorithm is called the BFH algorithm in the rest of this paper. Figure 2 shows the J3FH algorithm modified to allow multiple initial states.
The basic idea of minimizing a transition system is to find a partition of states such that all the states in each rlass of the partition are bisimilar and all bisimilar states are in the same class. Starting from the rlass consisting of the entire states as the sole member of the initial partition, the BFH algorithm tries to iteratively split classes in the current partition until it is no longer possible. The splitting procedure keeps states in the same class until they are shown to be non-bisimilar. Such a class is called stable with respect to the current partition in the algorithm. In other words, for a given initial partition po, the algorithm repeatedly split classes that are not stable with respect to the current partition iuntil the coarsest stable partition is found. The result of the algorithm is the coarsest stable partition which is equal to the greatest bisimulation refining po.
The algorithm shown in Figure 2 uses 
It is also true that for a given initial partition pa, the coarsest stable partition is equal to the greatest bisimdation refining po with these notions of stability and bisimulation [9]. Since the BFH algorithm applied to a labeled transition system gives the coarsest stable partition, we can compute the greatest bisimulation of a labeled transition system using the algorithm.
CSM State Minimization
To generate a minimal transition system from a given CSM using the BFH algorithm, we define the initial partition and three operations on CSMs.
We define the initial partition of the whole state space
though it is possible to define the initial partition to be 
Vx E ivar(a). w(x) E dom(event(a))A
Vz, y E ivar(a). v(x) = v ( y )
That is, (nl,Z1 flf-'(&,t)) is the set of states; in X which can lead to Y via t . 'The operator p r e , is defined as follows:
Third, we define the operator split(X, p ) . Suppose there is a transition t = ( n l , c, a, h, 122) . With the transition t , all states in X1 = (nl,Z1 n f-'(Z,, t 1) can go to Y , whereas no states in X2 = X -(nl,Z1 fl f-'(ZZ,t)) can go to Y . If either X1 = 8 or X-2 = 8, then define S p l i t ( X , Y , t ) 
An Example
Recall that Figure 1 Step 0: Initially, there are three classes, (no, D ) , ( n l , 0 ) and (122, D ) as shown in Figure 3(a) . Furthermore, Rs is empty and R is {(no, U ) } ) since the set of initialstates, S I = ( n o l o < z < 1OAO < y < lo), is a subset of (no, D ) .
Step 1 Step 2 : Choose the class (no, a:
In this step, p is not changed and we have. Figure 3 (b).
Step 3 Step 4 Step 5,6: When we perform split((no,z 2 2 ) , p ) , the class is not split. Similarly, the class (n0,a: = 1)
is not split. Thus, Since 0), (121, 2 2 3 A y 5 0)) and
as shown in Figure 3(d) .
Step 7: Let us select a class X = ( R I , a: 2 3 A y > 0) among ( R -Rs). Since s p l i t ( X , p ) = {X}, it is stable with respect to 11. 'That is, R, becomes without changing R and p.
{(%,a: 1 2),(no,a: = l),(n1,2 1 3 A Y > 0))
Step 8: Considering X = ( R I , 0 < 2 < 3 A y > O), 2 A y > 0)) and p r e , ( X ) = {(no, 3' = 1)).
As shown in Figure 3 Step 9: Considering (n0,z = l ) , it is not split and is added into R,. And post,((n~,z = 1)) should be added into R. 
An Application: Minimization of an Ada Program
We apply our approach to a producer-consumer program written in Ada to show its potential in the analysis of concurrent programs. Figure 5 describes a producer and a consumer that communicate through a two-slot buffer. There are three tasks: PRODUCER, CONSUMER and BUFFER. The PRODUCER task gets an input item and sends it to the BUFFER task. The PRODIICER task is forced to wait if the BUFFER task holds two items The CONSUMER task receives an item from the BUFFER task and outputs it. The CONSUMER task is forced to wait if the BUFFER task does not hold any item.
A Producer-Consumer Example
The three tasks PRODUCER, CONSUMER. and BUFFER can be translated to CSMs as shown in Figure 5. The translation is straightforward except for Ada's rendezvous construct. We simulate Adat's rendezvous with two actions: one for start and ainother for end. " e n t r y WRITE(2:in INTEGER)" of BUFFER creates two channels: s-WRITE and f-WRITE, where dom(s-WRITE) is the set of integcm. In PRODUCER, the statement "BUFFER.WRITE(X)" is trans1atc:tl into two actions, s-WRI'rE!(X) and f-WRITE?, for starting and finishing rendezvous through the entry WRITE of BUFFER. In BUFFER, thc, statement "accept WRITE(Z: in integer)" is translated into s-WRITE?{ 2) and the statement, "end WRITE" into f-WRITE! to synchronize and communicate with PRODUCER. " e n t r y READ(2:out INTEGER)" of BUFFER creates two channels s-READ and f-READ, where dom(f-READ) is the set of integers.
In CONSUMER, "BUFFER.READ( Y)" becomes s-READ! and f-REAI)?{ Y } . In BTJFFER, "accept READ(2: out integer)" and "end READ" is translat.ed into s-READ? and f_READ!(Z), respectively
The difference between WRITE and READ is that PRODUCER sends a message to BUFFER through s-WRITE at the start time of WRITE rendezvous, but CONSUMER receives a message from BUFFER through f R E A D at the end time of READ rendezvous.
The resulting CSMs are given in Figure 6 .
We compose the three CSMs and construct the global CSM as shown in Figure 7 . The CSM has infinitely many states since it, includes integrr variables. Thus, it is not possible to enumerat#e and analyze all reachable states directly. When we apply our approach to this CSM, we obtain the finite and minimal reachable transition system shown in Figure 8 .
Analysis of the Producer-Consumer Program
Let # ( e , b ) denote the number of occurrences of event e within behavior b. To be correct, the following properties should br: satisfied by the ProducerConsumer program.
The number of messages written into BUFFER is greater than or equal to the number of messages read from BUFFER and is less than or equal to the number of messages read from BUFFER + 2.
That is, for every behavior b,
The number of messages generated from PRO-DUCER is greater than or equal to the number of messages consumed from CONSUMER. That is, for every behavior b ,
We give an algorithm in Figure 9 to decide whether the minimal transition system in Figure 8 where b is a behavior before entering the vertex. Since the possible values of i are 0, 1, and 2, the execution time of the above algorithm is proportional to the size of the transition system. It can be shown that the €'reducer-Consumer program satisfies the first property using the decision algorithm. The second property can also be shown using the decision algorithm modified to keep track of the numbers of GETS and PlTTs.
Conclusion
We have presented an algorithm to overconie the state explosion problem of reachability analysis caused by large data space size. Our algorithm computes a minimal reachable state spaxe of a system described a.s communicating state ma.chines with infinite data space. We use the notion of bisimulation as the iinderlying equivalence for state minimization. The salient aspect of our approach is that a minimal state space is constructed without explicitly generating the erdire state space. This is very important because it is not possible to generate all the reachable states of a systern if the number of states is very large or infinite. Our algorithm extends the algorithm of Bouajjarii d al. [a] t,o a labeled transition system and also allows infinitely many initial states. Since the algorithm niay not terminate, we have identific3d the set of sufficient conditions on the syntax of conimunicating state rnachines bhat guarantee termination. To illustrate t,he usefulness of our approach, we have illustrated how to translat,e the producer-consumer program written in Ada to communicating state machines, how to niininiize the state space of the result,ant communicating sta.te machines, and how to check for its correctness.
There are several areas that we are current,ly working on: First, we are currently investigating other sets of sufficient conditions for guaranteeing terminat,iori. Second, we are invest,igating how to do model checking using a minimal state space generated by our algorithni for properties written in trace logic used with t hv producer-consumer example. Third, we are itnplcmenting the minimization algorithm as part of the t.ooI-kir called VERSA [3]. This would allow us to experimentally evaluate it.s effectiveness. Fourth, we are developing minimization techniques based on not,ions of equivalence other than bisimula,tion. Fifth, we have extended communicatingstate mamchines with time and probability and is currently investigating how to generate a minimal state space from isuch machines.
